BBC World News and bbc.com/news are the BBC’s international news and information platforms funded commercially by subscription and advertising revenues. They provide breaking news, broader news stories, and aim to deliver the best of the BBC’s international news, with analysis that explains not just what is happening, but why. BBC World News also broadcasts award-winning current affairs series, documentary and lifestyle programming.

BBC World News broadcasts in English 24 hours a day to provide the core news output for the international news service. It is available in more than 200 countries and territories worldwide, and over 350 million households and 1.8 million hotel rooms. The channel's content is also available on 152 cruise ships, 40 airlines and 23 mobile phone networks.

bbc.com is one of the most respected brands on the internet and complements BBC World News in its offering of high quality, up-to-the minute international news, business, sports, weather, lifestyle, technology content and in-depth analysis. Launched in November 2007, the site attracts 58 million unique visitors each month and is available on PCs, tablets and mobile devices. It is the global online destination of choice for audiences who demand the full picture.

BBC World News and bbc.com/news are owned and operated by BBC Global News Ltd, a member of the BBC’s commercial group of companies. Successive qualitative surveys demonstrate that BBC World News and bbc.com/news are trusted to deliver balanced, accurate coverage of events of international significance. The platforms have access to the BBC’s network of more than 70 international news bureaux worldwide.

BBC World News offers in-depth news coverage across the day, with output now ranging from breaking news to stories spanning areas from business to sport and science to entertainment. Its daily news programmes, GMT, with George Alagiah; Impact, with Mishal Husain; Focus on Africa with Komla Dumor and Sophie Ikenye; and World News Today with Zeinab Badawi, bring reports and analysis geared to regional audiences at peak times around the world.


In addition to news, BBC World News broadcasts its weekly factual strands – the hard-hitting interview programme, HARDtalk; technology programme, Click; and travel programme fasttrack. At weekends the channel features a range of lifestyle and documentary programming.

bbc.com delivers a number of bespoke sections of the website that offer a relevant and personal experience for international users on a host of topics. Regional editions serve audiences in North America, the Far East, and Australia/New Zealand, and BBC specialists produce sections delivering content on business, sport, health as well as all the major regions of the world. Feature sections include BBC Travel, launched in 2010, which offers users insider travel tips, guides and expert reviews for a variety of global destinations, and BBC Future, launched in 2012, which covers future trends in the worlds of science, technology, environment and health. These additions are part of the BBC’s commitment to international audiences with an online platform that encompasses relevant, informative and entertaining content.